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Say â€œI doâ€• all over again with significance and styleWhether this is your chance to have the

wedding you always wanted, youâ€™re celebrating a milestone anniversary, or you simply want to

reaffirm your commitment to each other, the renewing of your vows is an important symbolic step in

your relationship.Celebrated wedding planner Sharon Naylor helps you make your second time

around your best yet. Renewing Your Wedding Vows provides valuable guidance on how

to:?phrase your invitation?choose appropriate attire and flowers?incorporate children into the

ceremony?decide about gifts and registries?write your vows?plan the logistics of the

proceedings?choose your location: ballroom, beach, your home, and more...
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This is a fantastic buy if you are planning to review your wedding vows for whatever reason. For me,

it is for a 10 year wedding anniversary and the book has some great tips on making it extra special. I

wasnt sure before I read this book what you could wear, expecially if you had the 'full works' first

time around, but you can wear what you like and have bridsmaids!! You can have and do whatever

you want and more and this book made me realise that. Renewing your wedding vows is

becomming very popular and this book makes you realise that. They have 'real life' stories which is

great to read.

This easy to read guide has inspiring and creative ideas for different ways to plan a wedding vow



renewal ceremony and celebration. Sharon Naylor cites ways to bring the original wedding into the

renewal and offers ways to include children. My favorite chapter is titled Perfect Words. Great

quotes and readings to include in your re-commitment ceremony. I additionally enjoyed reading

real-life couples' vow renewal stories. My husband and I just celebrated our fifteen year wedding

anniversary and are planning our own vow renewal sometime soon. We will definitely use the great

advice and ideas in this book!

I did not realize that this book was a "start to finish" wedding planner. I was more interested in

standard sermons and vows. It is still a good book for someone who needs more information than I

did.

This book is helpful if your wedding was small or you eloped. It was basically how to plan a huge

wedding, but make it a vow renewal. I was looking for interesting and unique ideas and dos and

don'ts. There basically aren't any dos/don'ts. It is also a little outdated.

This book has been a great help in planning our 50th Renewal wedding. Many thanks.

Every married couple should read Sharon Naylor's "Renewing Your Wedding Vows!" It's an insight

into how to honor and celebrate the commitment that you and your spouse make to each other for a

lifetime. Finding the right partner is a true blessing and a Vow Renewal is a wonderful way to

re-affirm the love you share together. Whether it's to mark a milestone or just to say 'I do' all over

again, Sharon Naylor will help you in this inspiring book.- Erik and Beth Kent

I was so glad to find this wonderful resource on vow renewals. My husband and I are planning a

vow renewal for our 25th Wedding Anniversary. This book provides not only great ideas for vow

renewals but outlines etiquette for the event as well.I would highly suggest this book for anyone

considering a vow renewal ceremony!

The book gave me lots of ideas on how to refresh and renew my 20 year marriage! From vows on

the beach to vows in a chapel to getting the bridal party back together or having the latest additions

of the family attend, this book is full of creative suggestions and ideas!!!
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